A Density Function Decomposition Approach * This paper develops methods for decomposing changes in the income distribution using subgroup decompositions of the income density function. Overall changes are related to changes in subgroup shares and changes in subgroup densities, where the latter are broken down further using elementary transformations of individual incomes. These density decompositions are analogous to the widely-used decompositions of inequality indices by population subgroup, except that they summarize multiple features of the income distribution (using graphs), rather than focusing on a specific feature such as dispersion, and are not dependent on the choice of a specific summary index. Nonetheless, since inequality and poverty indices can be expressed as PDF functionals, our density-based methods can also be used to provide numerical decompositions of these. An application of the methods reveals the multi-faceted nature of UK income distribution trends during the 1980s.
Introduction
Decompositions of inequality indices by population subgroup have been much used to account for trends in the income distribution. Given an partition of the population into subgroups defined by, for example, age, education, or employment status, inequality in a given year can be written as a function of subgroup population shares, subgroup mean incomes, and subgroup inequalities.
1 The change in inequality between two years can then be related to changes in subgroup population shares, means and inequalities.
Explanations of distributional trends are constructed by examining which of the three types of change accounted most for the aggregate change, and for which subgroups.
For application using these methods, see, inter alia, Mookherjee and Shorrocks (1982) , Atkinson (1995) , Jenkins (1995a) , and Goodman, Johnson, and Webb (1997) , who analyzed trends in the UK, and Tsakloglou (1993) who analyzed trends in Greece.
Trends in poverty and welfare have been analyzed similarly (Piachaud 1988 , Jenkins 1997 ; so too have cross-national differences (Jäntti 1997) .
By their very nature, scalar indices of inequality (or poverty) focus on a particular feature of the income distribution and may not capture other aspects such as polarization. Moreover the estimated importance of the different factors in a decomposition may be sensitive to the choice of index used. The Theil and Gini indices, for example, weight income differences among the richest and poorest incomes differently, and so may summarize the experience of different subgroups differently. It is therefore of interest to explore an approach to decomposition that summarizes multiple features of the income distribution, and yet is amenable to subgroup decomposition in the same way that inequality indices are. In this paper, we propose a decomposition method based on income probability density functions (pdfs) that has these capabilities.
The importance of considering multiple features of the income distribution is illustrated by the UK experience over the 1980s. Consider Figure 1 (a) which plots 1 This is a property of decomposable inequality indices, i.e. indices that are increasing monotonic transformations of the Generalized Entropy class of inequality indices (Shorrocks 1984) . The Gini coefficient is not decomposable in this way. 1 estimates of the pdfs for the UK income distribution in 1979 and 1990/91. 2 Income trends over the 1980s were complex in nature. The peak of the income density changed from being near-bimodal to a more complex shape. There was a large shift in the concentration of incomes away from the 1979 peak and down to the right, combined with a small increase of concentration at the very lowest incomes. To characterize these changes as an increase in inequality (as an inequality decomposition analysis might)
would omit much of the multi-faceted nature of the changes. A more general approach is required, and the aim of this paper is to provide one. 
(b) subgroup pdfs
We show in Section 2 that a pdf can be decomposed by population subgroup in a manner analogous to the subgroup decomposition of inequality indices, with the crucial difference that our decomposition is applied to non-parametrically estimated income pdfs (as in Figure 1 ), rather than to scalar indices. The method takes account of (changes in) the complete distribution of income within each subgroup, rather than only the mean and spread. We propose a way to characterize within-group income changes, based on 'elementary income transformations' that characterize changes in 2 The data are described in detail in Section 3.
2 location, changes in spread, and changes in higher moments of the subgroup distributions. Although our methods focus on pdfs, and results are summarized graphically, they provide a unified framework that may also be used to derive decompositions of changes in scalar inequality and poverty indices, since these indices are functionals of the pdf and so may be calculated from them. And, although our application focuses on trends over time, the methods themselves are more widely applicable, to differences in income distributions across countries, for example.
Our proposed methods bear a familial resemblance to those proposed by DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996) to account for trends in US wage inequality. Both methods use the subgroup decomposability property of the aggregate pdf, but a key difference is that DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996) treat each individual as a separate subgroup. Each counterfactual that they examine -for example a change in the minimum wage or in the percentage unionised -is cleverly characterised in terms of a change in each wage earner's sample weight, and the impact on the aggregate pdf is then examined by reweighting the base-year pdf. By contrast, our counterfactual transformations involve not only changes to subgroup shares (analogous to changing the weights for groups of individuals), but also changes to the subgroup income distributions themselves.
Our approach provides a broad-brush documentation of the sources of distributional trends -just as inequality index decompositions do -rather than an examination of specific changes in economic institutionsà la DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996) . 3 The two approaches are complementary, since broad-brush strategies are often useful when looking at trends in household income. The questions to be answered are often of a different nature to those relevant to analyzing trends in the distribution of wages, because there are multiple income sources and multiple persons per household. The questions include, for example, what is the impact on income of changes in the distribution of employment and unemployment? Are trends in the distribution of income among non-working households of as great a significance as changes in the 3 See also Hyslop and Maré (2001) or Daly and Valletta (2004 detailed, analysis should focus -whether on explaining changes in the distribution of wages or in the prevalence of unemployment, for instance.
We consider these issues in detail in our empirical application (Section 3), but to get a flavour of the sorts of questions addressed, consider Figure 1 (b) . This shows the changes over the 1980s in the pdfs for four subgroups of the UK population, where individuals have been classified according to the labour market attachment of the family to which they belong (with families with head aged 60+ classified separately).
Although the pdf for individuals in a family with no full-time earner hardly changed, substantial mass was shifted to right in the three other pdfs, with the effect most marked for individuals in families with at least one full-time employee. This suggests that changes in earnings from employment played a major role in accounting for the substantial rise in overall income inequality (increasing between-group inequality and inequality within that subgroup). This conclusion is premature, however. What, for example, was the impact of the large change in the distribution of income from self-employment? Moreover, Figure 1 (b) does not show the changes in the subgroup population shares and, as we show below, there was a substantial rise in the proportion of persons in families with no full-time earner or with someone in self-employment, and a decline in the fraction of those in families with a full-time employee. What effects did they have? In addition, the figure shows that there were changes in modality, and in the prevalence of very low incomes, and we would also like to account for these, not only for changes in inequality.
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Our proposed decomposition approach has two elements, discussed in turn. First there is the decomposition of changes in a pdf into two terms, one summarizing the effects of changes in subgroup population shares and the other summarizing changes in subgroup distributions. Second, we break the latter term into components summarizing changes in subgroup income location, spread, and other distributional features.
Changes in subgroup population shares and subgroup densities
Our method relies on the additive decomposability of an income pdf. If a population of individuals is exhaustively partitioned into a set of mutually-exclusive subgroups k = 1, . . . , K, the income density function f (x), at each income x, can be expressed as the weighted sum of the pdfs for each subgroup:
where v k is the population share of group k, and f k is the pdf for group k. The change in the pdf between a base period 0 and a final period 1 can therefore be expressed as the sum of two components:
The first term, C D (x), is the contribution of the change in subgroup distributions to the total change in the density. The second term, C S (x), is the contribution of changes in subgroup population shares. The w k and z k (x) terms are aggregation weights: or π = 0 respectively. Mookherjee and Shorrocks (1982, p. 896) pointed out that, for the decomposition of inequality indices, '(a)lthough this particular choice is unlikely to make much difference to the results, it is perhaps appropriate to adopt a compromise between the base and final period weights,' and they proceeded to use an average of base and final weights: π = 0.5.
The choice of π may also be cast as a sequence issue in marginal decomposition problems, an issue also faced by DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996) , for example.
In the first polar case, π = 0, the effect of changing subgroup population shares is evaluated at the initial values for the subgroup densities whereas the effect of changing the latter is evaluated at the final values for the subgroup shares: changes in population shares are assumed to precede changes in subgroup densities. With the second polar choice, π = 1, changes in subgroup distributions are assumed to precede changes in subgroup shares. In both cases, the contribution of each factor is measured by its marginal impact on ∆f . The Mookherjee and Shorrocks (1982) choice, π = 0.5, corresponds to the contribution that would be assigned by averaging contributions from all possible sequences, i.e. the Shapley value algorithm in a marginal decomposition problem (Shorrocks 1999) . In our empirical application, we used π = 0, 0.5,and 1, but the principal conclusions were robust to the choice made. We therefore report results for the case π = 0 only (the other results are available on request). 6
Decomposing subgroup density changes further: the three 'S's of distributional change
Accounts based on estimates of the 'changing subgroup shares' and 'changing subgroup densities' components tell only part of the story about income distribution change. It is also useful to be able to break the second component down further and to account for the changes in subgroup pdfs. The key features of each pdf that we focus on are its location and its spread (as in inequality decompositions by population subgroups), plus other features related to higher moments. We characterize changes in pdfs as arising in three different ways, which we label three 'S's of distributional change:
• a sliding: a ceteris paribus shift of the pdf along the income line;
• a stretching: a ceteris paribus increase in spread around a constant mean; and
• a squashing: a ceteris paribus disproportionate increase in density mass on one side of the mode.
These distributional changes are related to assessments of changes in welfare. If assessments are based on a social welfare function W (x) that satisfies the property of monotonicity, then a sliding of the distribution to the right implies an increase in welfare (Cowell 2000, p.99) . A stretching implies a decrease in welfare according to social welfare functions that are increasing and S-concave functions of incomes (Dasgupta, Sen, and Starrett 1973) . The process of decomposition can therefore also help identify situations in which welfare has unambiguously increased or decreased, for subgroups taken separately and for the population as whole or, more commonly, draw attention to potential conflicts in welfare assessments (for example if an increase in average income is combined with an increase in inequality). Welfare assessment criteria are not so well developed for the changes encapsulated in the squashing component:
it reflects changes in higher-order moments of the distribution, polarization and other changes in modality. We discuss the interpretation of this component further below.
Given the definitions of sliding, stretching, and squashing, we decompose the 'changes in subgroup densities' term, C D (x) in eq. (2), into a sum of three components, to be added to the component reflecting changes in subgroup population shares. Thus the decomposition of the change in the aggregate density has four components:
where C D1 (x), C D2 (x) and C D3 (x), measure the impacts of sliding, stretching, and squashing, respectively.
To estimate C D1 (x), C D2 (x) and C D3 (x), we use an approach based upon elementary transformations of densities. Suppose that there is an income transformation function that describes the relationship between base and final period income for each individual within a given group. That is, for each subgroup k, we have
for some arbitrary transformation g k . This implies a relationship between subgroup k's income pdf in the two periods (Stuart and Ord 1987, p. 20) :
By choosing a particular g k , we can construct counterfactual pdfs that reflect various characterizations of income changes. For example, controlling for the shifting and stretching of subgroup pdfs is straightforward. We assume that, within each subgroup, the relationship between income in year 1 and income in year 0 is linear:
and the counterfactual aggregate pdf is obtained by summing the subgroup densities.
We use ζ to refer to counterfactual constructs based on linear income transformation 8 functions; f refers to actual base or final period density functions.
Consider an income transformation consisting of an equal addition to all incomes:
α k = a and β = 1. The density function implied by eq. (7) is the initial pdf shifted along the income line. Mean income is increased by a but the variance is left unchanged. Hence to construct a counterfactual pdf that incorporates the change in subgroup means, we simply apply this income transformation and calibrate a so that the mean income in the counterfactual distribution, E(ζ k 1 ), is equal to the mean income in the observed final distribution, E(f k 1 ), i.e.
Denote the counterfactual pdf obtained after such a transformation ζ
where µ k 1 and σ k 0 reflect the fact that mean income is at its final period value and the variance is at its base period value.
Now consider a second income transformation incorporating a Sandmo (1971) increase in dispersion which stretches the pdf around a constant mean. Within each subgroup, each income in the second period is a fraction s of initial income and a fraction (1 − s) of base-period subgroup mean income:
The parameters of the linear transformation in this case are α k = (1 − s)E(f k 0 ) and
Mean income remains constant but the variance increases by a factor s 2 . Hence we can construct a counterfactual pdf that incorporates a ceteris paribus increase in income dispersion by calibrating the transformation parameters so that Var(ζ
The two preceding transformations can be combined to construct a counterfactual pdf that allows for changes in subgroup means and in variances with the following transformation parameters:
, and β k = s.
These parameters imply a counterfactual density, ζ We combine the three counterfactual constructs just described to compute the elements of the decomposition set out in eq. (5). First each subgroup density change is decomposed into the estimated contributions of location, spread and squashing:
Each of the 'S' factors is evaluated in terms of its marginal impact on ∆f k (x) in a sequential approach. Just as π controls the sequence in which changes in shares and changes in pdfs are introduced, η controls the order in which changes in means (sliding) and variances (stretching) are introduced and, again, either polar values (0 or 1) or compromise values (e.g. 0.5) can be adopted. We report results for η = 1.
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Observe that the squashing component is defined as a residual, and so in principle might reflect changes in the modality of the income distributions as well as changes in skewness and kurtosis of the underlying subgroup distributions (or other higher moments). Our view, however, is that, conditional on an appropriate definition of subgroups, the second type of changes is the relevant one. That is, in our experience, subgroup distributions are virtually always unimodal, and so changing modality in the aggregate distribution reflects changes in the mixture of unimodal subgroup distributions. This situation is illustrated in Figure 1 (b).
In the second and final step, the decomposition of ∆f k (x) is plugged into eq. (2) and the terms are arranged so that C D1 (x) is the sum of each subgroup's sliding component (C k D1 (x)) weighted by w k as in (3), and similarly for the spread and squashing components, C D2 (x) and C D3 (x). This gives us estimates for each term in eq. (5).
Additive versus multiplicative changes in incomes
The methods developed above for constructing counterfactual distributions are based on additive transformations: we keep spread constant by assuming equal additions to all incomes, and use the variance as a measure of spread. The additive approach appears well-suited to a pdf decomposition since the visual impact of equal additions is a sliding of the pdf along the x-axis with no change in shape. However the Lorenz curves of the base year and counterfactual distributions are not held constant; relative inequality changes. In constrast, equi-proportionate income changes shift the mean but keep the Lorenz curve, and therefore relative inequality, unchanged. In this 'multiplicative' case, the variance changes and the rightward shift of the pdf is accompanied by a flattening (or shrinking) of the shape of the distribution.
The multiplicative approach is consistent with the most popular way of summarizing inequality -using relative measures. 6 Counterfactuals based on this approach are straightforwardly obtained by first taking a logarithmic transformation of incomes, and then applying the methods to the distribution of log income rather than income.
Equal additions in the log-scale result in a change of location such that the geometric means of the counterfactual and final year distributions are equal, while keeping the income shares, and therefore the variance of log income, constant. Similarly, a Sandmo increase in the spread of log income changes the variance of log income while keeping 6 The multiplicative model has also been used in other contexts where analysts have needed to hold inequality constant when developing counterfactuals. See e.g. Datt and Ravallion (1992) and Van Kerm (2003b) . the geometric mean constant. No new tools are required.
UK income distribution changes between 1979 and 1990/91
We illustrate the methods with analysis of the changes in the UK income distribution between 1979 and 1990/91 using data from the 'Households Below Average Income' (HBAI) subfiles of the Family Expenditure Survey (pooled data for 1990 and 1991).
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The two years span a period of high inequality growth.
8 Most previous analysis has focused on a specific feature of the distribution -inequality, poverty, or mean income -rather than looking at changes in the distribution as a whole.
We concentrate on results for one partition of the population, characterized by the attachment of each individual's family to the labour market. This partition was chosen because previous analysis has shown that it provides the most insightful picture into UK income distribution trends over the 1980s, and because it led to subgroup pdfs that were clearly unimodal (see the earlier discussion). The four groups of individuals identified were: (i) individuals living in a family with one or more fulltime self-employed persons (the '1+ self-employed' subgroup); (ii) individuals living in a family with one or more full-time employees (the '1+ f/t employed' subgroup);
(iii) individuals living in a family with no full-time income earner (the 'no f/t earner' subgroup), and (iv) individuals living in a family with a household head aged 60 years or more (the '60+ family head' subgroup). The family heads in subgroups (i)-(iii)
were aged less than 60. Full-time employment was taken to mean working at least 30 hours per week.
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The first step was estimation of income density functions for each subgroup and for the population as a whole. We used an adaptive kernel density estimator ( Table 1 . Observe the large rise in the proportion of individuals in families with no full-time earner (from 12 percent to 17 percent) and in the proportion in self-employed families (from 6 percent to 10 percent), and the corresponding fall in the proportion of individuals in families with at least one member in full-time employment (from 62 percent to 51 percent). Table 1 also summarises well-known facts: mean income, inequality and relative poverty increased substantially for the overall population as well as in all subgroups taken separately. The statistics reported do not capture the other changes that occurred, however.
In both 1979 and 1990/91, the lower mode of the aggregate pdf corresponded with the modes of the pdfs for the 'no f/t earner' and '60+ family head' subgroups (people with little or no employment income), and the upper mode corresponded to the mode of the '1+ f/t employed' subgroup pdf. It is clear from Figure 2 that the movement of the '1+ f/t employed' pdf made a large contribution to the spreading of the aggregate pdf. But the effect of changes in subgroup shares is hard to identify in such a plot,
and it is also difficult to disentangle the role of differential increases in mean income between groups and the role of the general increase in spread within all subgroups.
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The pictorial representations of Figures 1(b) and 2 and the summary indices presented in Table 1 suggest important candidate explanations for the distributional change but, at the same time, questions remain about which was the most important of them.
Our density function decomposition methodology provides a means of isolating the contributions of the various factors and quantifying their impact.
Decomposition of the change in the PDF
Results from the decomposition exercise are presented in Figure 3 . A multiplicative model provided a better fit of the changes than did an absolute model (apparent from a visual inspection of plots not shown), as well as more stable estimates of the contribution of the different factors when parameters π and η were varied. The results refer to the case π = 0 and η = 1. That is, we assessed the impact of changing subgroup population shares by comparing the 1979 pdf with a ceteris paribus change in shares, and we assessed the effect of the three 'S's of change with 1990/91 population shares, and allowed first for the change in means, then in the change in spread.
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Figure 3(a) shows the difference between the 1990/91 and 1979 pdfs, together with pointwise two-standard-error variability bands. The mass at very low incomes increased slightly, but there was a decrease in the density between £70 and £240. This was accompanied by a substantial increase in density over the range £240 to £500. Notes: Incomes are expressed in constant 1993 pounds per week. All statistics (except population shares) estimated by numerical integration of the relevant density function estimates. Standard error estimates based on 500 bootstrap replications reported in parentheses. FGT(0) and FGT(1) are the headcount ratio and average normalized gap poverty indices. The poverty line is 50 percent of contemporary median income. 
(b) Explanatory components
The four components of the decomposition of the change are presented in Figure 3 (b).
The further away from zero the line is at any income level, the more of the change in the density that is accounted for that component (the contributions may be in the same direction or the opposite direction as the aggregate change); if a component had no impact, the relevant graph would be a horizontal line at zero. The vertical lines in each of the plots mark the incomes at which the change in the pdf was zero.
Changes in pdf location stand out as having made the largest contribution to changes in the aggregate pdf. The increase in mean income in every subgroup shifted density mass to the right, with a steep fall concentrated at about £100 and increases at all incomes greater than £200. The next most important components were the contributions from changes in spread and in population shares, which were of similar shape and magnitude. They accounted for the increase in mass at very low incomes.
At most income levels (incomes below £400), they tended to offset the effect of higher mean incomes but, overall, their effects were dominated by it. The residual component is the least important. Its contribution was similar to that for the shares and spread In sum, the change in pdf between 1979 and 1990/91 -the decrease in density mass in the middle-income range and the increase at higher incomes -is mostly accounted for by changes in the location of the subgroup pdfs (a sliding effect). The increase in mass at very low incomes is also identified well.
Our calculations also enabled us to assess whether each of the explanatory components was due to changes for a particular subgroup or by changes experienced more 
Decomposition of changes in summary indices
We have emphasized the relevance of looking at the income distribution as a whole but, of course, there is also interest in particular features such as inequality and poverty.
To draw conclusions about more specific aspects of distributional change, we can derive counterfactual indices of poverty, inequality, and other other summary statistics, from the counterfactual distributions since the statistics are functionals of the pdfs. Table 2 reports changes in selected quantiles, five relative inequality indices, one absolute inequality index, and two relative poverty indices, together with the estimated contributions to the change of the four explanatory components.
The estimates for the quantiles are consistent with the results obtained from in- spection of Figure 3 . All quantiles increased, reflecting the sliding effect, but this was offset by the impact of changes in population shares (there were more people in the worst-off groups) and in spread (at the lower quantiles). At the tenth percentile the offsetting effect was large (and the residual component was offsetting too), so that the actual increase was only four percent. At higher quantiles, the effect of changes in location dominated. The median increased by 24 percent, and the ninetieth percentile increased by 46 percent. Note that, in the latter case, the effect of changes in population shares change was negligible, and the spread effect contributed substantially to the increase too (though by less than the location effect did).
The effects of changes in spread were more important for inequality and relative poverty. It was mostly the increase in spread within subgroups that accounted for the increase in each relative inequality index. Changes in location, which reflect changes in income between groups for these indices, played a secondary role. One exception is the P50/P10 ratio, for which changes were accounted for by location, spread and residual components in similar proportions. Unsurprisingly, changes in the absolute Gini were mainly driven by the location component. The large increase in relative poverty was principally accounted for by the increase in income spread within subgroups and changes in higher moments (the residual component). Perhaps surprisingly, the population shares component accounted for less than 10 percent of the poverty increase.
Concluding remarks
This paper has developed a pdf decomposition methodology to account for income distribution trends, analogous to that based on decompositions of inequality indices by population subgroup. We have shown that a change in a density may be decomposed into terms accounting for the effects of changes in subgroup population shares and in subgroup densities. The second term may itself be decomposed into three terms representing the impacts of the three 'S's of distributional change: sliding (changes in location), stretching (changes in spread), and squashing (changes in higher moments).
Although we focused our discussion and empirical application on changes over time, the methodology has wider application, for example to analysis of differences in income distributions between countries.
Our application of the pdf decomposition methodology to UK income distribution trends between 1979 and 1990/91 unravelled what was, at first glance, a complex change. Two forces acted in opposite directions. On the one hand, increases in income levels shifted density mass towards higher income levels, and these were also responsible for some flattening of the pdf since the largest gains were obtained by the most welloff group of people with access to employment income. On the other hand, there was an increase in the proportion of the population in subgroups that had relatively low average income, accompanied by an increase in income spread within each subgroup.
Although these were offsetting factors, their effects were much smaller than the effects of changes in average incomes. The most marked change was in the distribution for individuals in families with at least one member in full-time employment. This suggests that the trend in the distribution of household income was likely to have been driven by changes in the distribution of wages.
Previous research on inequality trends in Britain over the 1980s has emphasized the contribution of within-group inequality changes. We have also found this. But, in addition, we have shown that when one is interested in explaining changes in the overall income distribution, and its multiple features, then it is increases in income levels rather than increases in inequality -sliding rather than stretching -that played the dominant role. The welfare implications of growth in both income levels and spread depend on assumptions about the shape of the social welfare function -an issue explored further by Jenkins (1997) using the same data. Interestingly, although there was a striking change in the modality of the aggregate distribution, virtually all of this could be accounted for by changes in subgroup location and spread: subgroup squashing effects were negligible. Our results underline the usefulness of general and 21 flexible tools for analysis of the multiple dimensions of distributional change.
